PRINCIPAL – PARENT INTERACTION
CLASS : CAM 1 and CAM 2

DATE : 23.02.21

The communication between educators and parents is crucial, particularly regarding a child’s social,
emotional, and cognitive development. This communication should be ongoing with constant feedback
on both ends and should follow each child’s own unique experiences and growth.
With this positive note, an interactive session was organized for the parents of CAM 1-2, with respected
Principal Mam. The objective was to inform parents of concerns right away, and explain strategies that
have been used to address any problems and strategies that will be used in the future. Principal Mam
addressed the parents present in the audience and urged them to bring out their concerns and feedback
for the online classes as well as the performance of the kids during the online classes. The parents
appreciated the efforts put in by the educators while teaching online and how they managed to deliver
the classes so efficiently. Some concerns highlighted by the parents were long screen time and
differentiated teaching. While discussing any issues, educators made sure to explain ways parents can
help at home that will reinforce any learning that is going on in the classroom. Educators also stressed
upon regular reading at home to make the students, independent readers. Also, the need to be regular
at completing the tasks. This kind of interactive communication creates parents who are supportive,
understanding, and trusting of the educator’s intentions. When successful communication occurs,
parents become more engaged and involved in class and school wide events. Strong parent-teacher
communication improves academic performance in children and provides a great feeling of community.

Learning Outcomes
-

-

To obtain feedback from parents about the effectiveness of online classes
To identify the improvement areas of teaching-learning process
To help parents become more engaged and involved in school activities.
To strengthen parent-teacher communication
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